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ABSTRACT

The Aeronautical Design Standard 33 (ADS-33) is a performance specification
for the handling qualities requirements of military rotorcraft. The handling
qualities criteria and metrics of ADS-33 depend primarily on the mission
the helicopter has to execute rather than its role or size. ADS-33 requires
that the specifications of the Mission Task Element (MTE), the Usable Cue
Environment (UCE) and the response type are defined. The current criteria
and specifications defined in ADS-33 relate to scout, attack, utility and cargo
helicopters for land operations; however there are no requirements related to
maritime operations. This technical note provides an overview of work by the
Aircraft Maintenance And Flight Trials Unit (AMAFTU) and DSTO, that are
collaboratively progressing towards the definition of a maritime hover Mission
Task Element (MTE). This involves an over water manoeuvre flown to a floating
buoy. Flight tests were performed by AMAFTU, though the current data set is
not sufficient to draw any conclusions. Further work is planned to demonstrate
the viability of the maritime hover MTE through AMAFTU flight tests and
DSTO simulations.
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Progress Towards a Maritime Aeronautical Design Standard
33 Addendum

Executive Summary

The objective of this work was in support of Navy Task NAV 07/071 to progress
international development towards a maritime addendum to Aeronautical Design Standard
33 (ADS-33). ADS-33 is a performance specification for the handling qualities requirements
of military rotorcraft. The handling qualities criteria and metrics of ADS-33 depend
primarily on the mission the helicopter has to execute rather than its role or size. ADS-
33 requires that the specifications of the Mission Task Element (MTE), the Usable
Cue Environment (UCE) and the response type are defined. The current criteria and
specifications defined in ADS-33 relate to scout, attack, utility and cargo helicopters;
however there are no requirements related to maritime operations. An addendum to ADS-
33 that specifies maritime operations will assist the Australian Defence Force in quantifying
the handling qualities, and hence safety, performance and utility of Navy rotorcraft. This
includes current rotorcraft that are modified by Australia, or future platforms such as the
MRH 90.

Most of the profiles flown by maritime rotorcraft are the same as those flown in the
battlefield or land-based environment. The differences identified primarily relate to low
level maritime hover and maritime deck operations. To date there has been good progress
from the international community in defining a maritime addendum to ADS-33. The
US and Canada have proposed the Superslide as a candidate for the shipboard recovery
MTE that will represent maritime deck operations. The Superslide target can emulate the
positional variations of a moving ship deck in the lateral and vertical axes. This technical
note provides an overview of work by the the Aircraft Maintenance And Flight Trials
Unit (AMAFTU) and the Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO), that are
collaboratively progressing towards the definition of a maritime hover MTE.

AMAFTU has proposed a maritime hover MTE involving an over water manoeuvre
flown to a floating buoy. The flight tests performed to date only represent that from
two pilots and one sortie. ADS-33 requires visual cue ratings from a minimum of three
pilots to measure the Usable Cue Environments (UCEs) correctly. The current data set is
not sufficient to draw any conclusions; therefore further work is planned to demonstrate
the viability of the Maritime Hover MTE through AMAFTU flight tests and DSTO
simulations. A future experiment in the Air Operations Simulation Centre is planned
with the objective to investigate and validate the proposed MTE, determine a relationship
between UCEs and sea conditions, and investigate the fidelity of using the DSTO simulator
as a means for providing UCEs.

DSTO does not recommend the independent development of the deck operations MTE
(which was originally planned) due to the high resources required. Australia’s involvement
in the TTCP AER-TP2 Rotorcraft Technologies and Operations gives AMAFTU and
DSTO the scope to share and learn from the research with the Canadian National Research
Council Superslide target. This is deemed to be a more efficient exercise than developing
an independent MTE for maritime deck operations.
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1 Introduction

The Aeronautical Design Standard 33 (ADS-33), version E [1], Performance Specifi-
cation of Handling Qualities Requirements for Military Rotorcraft is currently the most
comprehensive set of handing qualities requirements available to the rotorcraft engineer.
The requirements of the ADS-33 specification are applied in order to assure that no
limitations on flight safety or on the capability to perform intended missions will result from
deficiencies in flying qualities of the rotorcraft. The handling qualities criteria and metrics
of the ADS-33 depend primarily on the mission the helicopter has to execute rather than
its role or size. ADS-33 includes definitions of aircraft response characteristics dependent
on the visible cues of the environment, quantitative criteria in both the frequency and time
domains, and qualitative criteria based on pilot ratings. However the current criteria and
specifications defined in ADS-33 relate to scout, attack, utility and cargo helicopters; there
are no requirements related to Maritime operations.

Accurate definition of a maritime handling qualities task has eluded the international
community to date. There has been some success but the dynamics of the maritime
environment make it very difficult to capture all variables. AMAFTU combined efforts with
DSTO to develop a single set of maritime handling qualities manoeuvres. This resulted
in identifying two Mission Task Elements (MTEs) flown by maritime rotorcraft that are
not represented in the current ADS-33; low level maritime hover and deck operations.
International efforts to date have focused on deck operations. This report describes our
progress towards the development of the maritime hover MTE.

2 An Overview of ADS-33

The requirements of the ADS-33 specification are applied in order to assure that no
limitations on flight safety or on the capability to perform intended missions will result from
deficiencies in flying qualities. First introduced in the 1980’s, it supersedes the previous
MIL-H-8501A specifications [1, 2].

The handling qualities criteria and metrics of ADS-33 depend primarily on the mission
the helicopter has to execute rather than its role or size. ADS-33 includes definitions
of aircraft response characteristics dependent on the visible cues of the environment,
quantitative criteria in both the frequency and time domains, and qualitative criteria based
on pilot ratings. The qualitative criteria, in the form of demonstration manoeuvres, assure
a comprehensive and independent assessment of the handling qualities of the helicopter
during certain well defined tasks. These tasks are representative of actual tasks which
might occur as part of the missions foreseen for a helicopter. The assessment of a vehicle’s
handling qualities during these particular tasks is made by three pilots, who individually
evaluate and rate the handling qualities of the aircraft using the Cooper Harper scale [3]
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Summary of the Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale [2]

Subjective pilot ratings are given on the Cooper-Harper scale as Handling Qualities
Ratings (HQR). For flight within the operational flight envelope, Level 1 handling qualities
are required. Level 2 is acceptable in the case of failed and emergency situations, but
Level 3 is considered unacceptable. To ensure Level 1 handling, ADS-33 requires that the
specifications of the Mission Task Element (MTE), the Usable Cue Environment (UCE)
and the response type are defined. Figure 2 links these concepts together.

Figure 2: Response type requirements in different usable cue environments for selected
MTEs [2]

UCEs relate to the need for different flying qualities in different visual conditions. A
UCE of 1 corresponds to very good visual cues that support the aircraft control of attitude
and velocity, whereas a UCE of 3 relates to a deficiency in visual cues such that only small
and gentle corrections of aircraft flight can be safely achieved.

2
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The response type relates to the short-term aircraft response following a pilot’s step
control input. Figure 3 shows how the attitude varies for the different response types. An
acceleration command relates to a pure conventional helicopter without any stabilisation
system. Typically a helicopter will provide rate command stability augmentation, with
attitude command and translational command provided by modern control systems. With
translational rate command, the piloting is essentially reduced to a steering task.

Response types can be classified further in terms of their frequency and amplitude
characteristics. Figure 4 illustrates this, where the zero frequency motion is identified as
the trim line. A third dimension can be added representing cross coupling, but to date
these requirements are much more immature. The boundary curve indicates the limits of
the operational flight envelope. From this representation, quantitative response criteria are
defined that are used to break down an MTE into its dynamic constituents. For example,
Figure 5 describes types of quantitative analysis related to various MTEs.

The current criteria and specifications defined in ADS-33 relate to scout, attack, utility
and cargo helicopters. There are no requirements for maritime operations.

Figure 3: Attitude response type following step cyclic control input [2]

Figure 4: Frequency and amplitude characterisation of aircraft response within its
Operational Flight Envelope (OFE) [2]
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Figure 5: Analysis types applicable for various MTEs [2]
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3 Development towards a Maritime ADS-33
Addendum

3.1 The Maritime Hover Task

Accurate definition of a maritime handling qualities task has eluded the international
community to date [4, 5, 6]. There has been some good progress, but the dynamics of
the maritime environment make it very difficult to capture all variables. Thus, AMAFTU
combined their efforts with DSTO to develop a single set of maritime handling qualities
manoeuvres. This started by identifying the generic roles performed by the maritime
rotorcraft. These roles were then broken down into their constituent missions and then
further broken down into flight profile elements.

Most of the profiles flown by maritime rotorcraft are the same as those flown in the
battlefield or land-based environment. The differences are identified to primarily relate to
low level hover and deck operations. Figure 6 presents an overview of maritime mission
task elements.

ROLES 

•! ASW 

•! ASuW 

•! Utility 

•! Constabulary 

MISSIONS 

•! Surveillance 

•! Reconnaissance 

•! Prosecution 

•! Over The Horizon Targeting 

•! Visit, Board, Search, and

 Seizure 

•! Naval Gunfire Support 

•! Logistics Support 

•! SAR / MEDEVAC 

•! Mine Search and Disposal 

FLIGHT PROFILE ELEMENTS 

•! Cruise and manoeuvring flight 

•! Hover < 100ft 

•! Evasive manoeuvring 

•! Tactical climb and

 descent 

•! Low level < 50ft 

•! Breaklocks 

•! Deck operations 

•! Land / Launch 

•! VERTREP / Transfer 

•! HIFR 

Figure 6: Maritime flight profile elements

Current international efforts have focused on deck operations [4, 5, 6]. However, deck
operations are resource intensive and as such, our effort was instead focused on the hover
case.

The aim was to develop a maritime hover MTE. This can be broken down into two sub
objectives. Firstly, to identify and analyse the handling qualities issues associated with a
maritime hover task, and secondly to develop a test course that provides equivalency to
the actual maritime hover mission and its environment. Ideally this surrogate test course
would be set up at an airfield with the currently defined ADS-33 course.

Initial points of consideration are the handling qualities issues and performance criteria
related to a maritime hover MTE. Determination of handling qualities issues are based
on a consideration of the aircraft characteristics, the environment, and the required
level of precision or aggressiveness for the task. Significant differences in either aircraft
characteristics or task gain between the maritime and the land-based environments are

5
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not expected. However, the visual cues differ substantially from those in the land-
based environment and may vary significantly with sea conditions, relative swell direction,
ambient winds, and hover height. In terms of performance criteria, transition to hover is
largely covered by the current ADS-33 hover MTE and is unlikely to differ between the
land-based and maritime environment. Therefore, our focus is on the performance criteria
related to hover maintenance.

The proposed maritime hover MTE is to maintain precise position, heading, and
altitude to a fixed or floating buoy in an open water environment with limited or no land-
based visual references. To determine the validity of the proposed MTE, actual flights will
be conducted in as many aircraft as possible with a number of test pilots. Simulator flights
will also be conducted in the DSTO AOSC facility for comparison and further investigation.
The test will consist of the following:

1. Perform a baseline MTE over land.

2. Perform the maritime MTE over water in varying sea states.

3. Perform both baseline and maritime MTE in the DSTO simulator for comparison.

One difficulty in defining the task for over water utility work is that the pilot typically
relies on the crewman to cue him onto the target and maintain position. Of course, the
objective is not to develop a task that assesses the cueing abilities of the crewman, or
the ability of the pilot to be cued. Rather, if the pilot can achieve desired performance
independently under these conditions then there should not be any difficulty during utility
operations.

For each of the test locations, land-based or over water, the pilots made an assessment
of the visual cues available. Assessment of the usable cue environment requires the pilot to
determine the level of control input correction required to maintain aircraft attitude and
translational rate. To be completed correctly, ADS-33 requires assessments from at least
three pilots. Results are then averaged to provide a single UCE rating. This rating can
then be used to determine the required aircraft response type to achieve level 1 or level 2
handling qualities for each particular MTE.

3.1.1 Proposed Maritime Hover MTE

Objective

Check ability to maintain precise position, heading, and altitude in the presence of
calm winds and moderate winds from the most critical direction.

Description of manoeuvre

Establish and maintain hover over the target point. For moderate wind, orient the
aircraft with wind at the most critical azimuth.

Description of test course

Over water the manoeuvre should be flown to a fixed buoy with only open water
visual references available. For baselining, the manoeuvre should be flown to an
appropriate land-based target point.

6
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Performance criteria

Criteria Desired Adequate
Maintain plan position within ±X ft of the target point 3 6

Maintain altitude within ±X ft 4 6
Maintain heading within ±X deg 5 10

Maintain hover for ±X min 2 2

3.1.2 Preliminary Results

The baseline and maritime hover MTE were conducted at Naval Air Station (NAS)
Nowra and on Jervis Bay in November 2007 (Appendix A). The crew consisted of two test
pilots (Pilot A and Pilot B) in an AS350BA Squirrel (N22-019). Baselining manoeuvres
were conducted over grassed areas at the NAS and the maritime manoeuvres conducted
at Jervis Bay to a fixed buoy with open water visual references. Test conditions at Jervis
Bay were short moderate swell on nose with aircraft on South-East heading, and moderate
sea state.

As expected, the baseline manoeuvre environment returned a UCE value of 1, therefore
requiring the aircraft to achieve at minimum a rate command response type. The baselining
was conducted over grassland with external features that provided excellent attitude cues,
and very good translational cues. The baseline was conducted with both the Stability
Augmentation System (SAS) IN and SAS OUT. With SAS IN, desirable performance
was achieved for plan position, altitude hold, and heading hold with only minimal pilot
compensation. SAS OUT resulted in a marginal change, although moderate compensation
was required to maintain desirable performance for altitude hold.

In contrast, the maritime hover MTE returned a UCE value of 2. The horizon
provided excellent pitch and roll attitude references; however the heading references were
limited. The translational rate command references were also particularly poor and heavily
dependent on factors such as sea state and swell. As defined by ADS-33, to achieve level
1 handling qualities the aircraft requires various attitude, rate, and height holds (ACAH,
RCDH and RCHH respectively).

The maritime hover MTE presented itself with two different strategies that could be
employed to hold visual reference with the floating buoy. Pilot A employed a diagonal
visual reference strategy in contrast to the boresight visual reference strategy employed by
Pilot B.

7
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Strategies employed

• The diagonal visual reference strategy showed no appreciable deterioration
in position and height maintenance performance when compared to the
baseline manoeuvre (<=1 HQR difference). However the heading maintenance
deteriorated by 2 HQRs.

! Even textured grassy surface provided very good translational rate cues 

! UCE 1 

 

Maritime Hover 

! Horizon provided excellent pitch and roll attitude reference 

! Heading reference limited to HSI 

! Translational rate cues very poor.  

! UCE 2 

 

Baseline MTE 

! With SAS IN desirable performance achieved for plan position, altitude hold, and heading 

hold with only minimal pilot compensation. 

! SAS OUT resulted in marginal change, although moderate compensation required to 

maintain desirable performance for altitude hold. 

 

Maritime Hover MTE 

Piloting Strategies

! Each pilot employed a different strategy by holding the reference buoy in different locations. 

1. Diagonal visual reference strategy (Ostler) 

 

Bad heading 

Good position 

Average height 

 
No appreciable deterioration in position and height maintenance performance when compared to 

baseline (<= 1 HQR). Heading maintenance deteriorated by 2 HQRs. 

 

2. Bore sight visual reference strategy (Taylor) 

 

Good heading 

Bad position 

Bad height 

DRIFT 

 
No change in heading maintenance performance compared to baseline. Qualitatively, there were 

appreciable differences in height and longitudinal position maintenance due to drift. 

• The boresighting visual reference strategy presented no change in heading main-
tenance performance when compared to the baseline manoeuvre. However there
were appreciable differences in height and longitudinal position maintenance due
to drift.

! Even textured grassy surface provided very good translational rate cues 

! UCE 1 

 

Maritime Hover 

! Horizon provided excellent pitch and roll attitude reference 

! Heading reference limited to HSI 

! Translational rate cues very poor.  

! UCE 2 

 

Baseline MTE 

! With SAS IN desirable performance achieved for plan position, altitude hold, and heading 

hold with only minimal pilot compensation. 

! SAS OUT resulted in marginal change, although moderate compensation required to 

maintain desirable performance for altitude hold. 

 

Maritime Hover MTE 

Piloting Strategies

! Each pilot employed a different strategy by holding the reference buoy in different locations. 

1. Diagonal visual reference strategy (Ostler) 

 

Bad heading 

Good position 

Average height 

 
No appreciable deterioration in position and height maintenance performance when compared to 

baseline (<= 1 HQR). Heading maintenance deteriorated by 2 HQRs. 

 

2. Bore sight visual reference strategy (Taylor) 

 

Good heading 

Bad position 

Bad height 

DRIFT 

 
No change in heading maintenance performance compared to baseline. Qualitatively, there were 

appreciable differences in height and longitudinal position maintenance due to drift. 
The baseline and maritime hover MTEs were also test flown using the DSTO AOSC
simulator. However, due to difficulty with hardware limitations and the availability of
only a Black Hawk flight dynamic model, this limited comparison with AMAFTU data or
any relevant analysis. A future experiment will overcome these deficiencies.

Simulators can be very effective tools in assessing and prototyping MTEs and test
courses before spending significant resources on the final capability. The objective in this
case will be to determine any relationships between the UCEs and the Sea State. However,
one will first need to quantify the fidelity of the simulator by comparing results with
simulated baseline and maritime hover MTE cases.
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3.2 Maritime Deck Operations

To date there has been good progress from the international community in defining
an MTE that can represent maritime deck operations. Hovering behind a ship, in most
cases, is similar to hovering over a landing position behind a hangar, except that a ship
will roll, pitch and yaw, creating a sway and heave motion that the helicopter must match.
To capture the random nature of the ship following task, it is necessary to generate a
means of describing a moving hover reference position. The Canadian National Research
Council (NRC) developed such a means with a Superslide target to emulate the positional
variations of a moving ship deck in the lateral and vertical axes (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Canadian NRC Superslide Target [1]

Through a US Navy’s Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contract, the
Superslide was selected as the candidate for the shipboard recovery MTE [4, 6]. A series of
flight and simulation trials were performed to verify the efficacy of this system, including
ground-based simulation with the NASA Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS). This
research has found that the Superslide is a reasonable representation for shipboard hover
and recovery, and that the current land-based Hover MTE, as defined in ADS-33, is
sufficient for evaluation of handling qualities when ship motions are low. Of particular
interest is that during high ship motions, Level 1 handling qualities cannot be achieved.

Current limitations of the Superslide include the fact that it does not adequately
capture the effects of reduced torque margins on handling qualities. Also, a proposal
from the Canadian studies is that the concept of Sea State as a metric should be replaced
by a more measurable quantity. A proposed quantity, based on root-mean-square vertical
velocity of the landing spot, has been developed by Mitchell and Nicoll [4], and proposed
for application to ADS-33.

Australia’s involvement in the TTCP AER-TP2 Rotorcraft Technologies and Oper-
ations gives AMAFTU and DSTO the scope to share and learn from the research with
the Canadian NRC Superslide target. This is deemed to be a more efficient exercise than
developing an independent Australian MTE for maritime deck operations.

9
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4 Concluding Remarks and Recommendations for
Further Work

Efforts by TTCP nations have shown good progress in the development of a maritime
addendum to ADS-33. The USA and Canada have proposed the Superslide as a candidate
for the shipboard recovery MTE that will represent maritime deck operations. AMAFTU
and DSTO are progressing towards the definition of a maritime hover MTE.

AMAFTU has proposed a maritime hover MTE involving an over water manoeuvre
flown to a floating buoy. The flight tests performed to date only represent that from two
pilots and one sortie. ADS-33 requires visual cue ratings from a minimum of three pilots to
measure the UCEs correctly. The current data set is not sufficient to draw any conclusions,
therefore further work is planned to demonstrate the viability of the Maritime Hover MTE
through AMAFTU flight tests and DSTO simulations. A future experiment in the AOSC
is planned with the objective to investigate and validate the proposed MTE, determine
a relationship between UCE and sea conditions, and investigate the fidelity of using the
DSTO simulator as a means for providing UCEs.

DSTO does not recommend the independent development of the deck operations MTE
due to the amount of resources required. Australia’s involvement in the TTCP AER-TP2
Rotorcraft Technologies and Operations gives AMAFTU and DSTO the scope to share
and learn from the research with the Canadian NRC Superslide target. This is deemed
to be a more efficient exercise than developing an independent MTE for maritime deck
operations.
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Appendix A Maritime Hover MTE Test Cards

Included here are the test cards completed by AMAFTU during their initial maritime
hover MTE exercise.
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attack, utility and cargo helicopters for land operations; however there are no requirements related to
maritime operations. This technical note provides an overview of work by the Aircraft Maintenance And
Flight Trials Unit (AMAFTU) and DSTO, that are collaboratively progressing towards the definition
of a maritime hover Mission Task Element (MTE). This involves an over water manoeuvre flown to a
floating buoy. Flight tests were performed by AMAFTU, though the current data set is not sufficient
to draw any conclusions. Further work is planned to demonstrate the viability of the maritime hover
MTE through AMAFTU flight tests and DSTO simulations.
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